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Hello
from The MediaGrid team, and welcome to
The Publisher Brief Compendium for the first half of 2022.
The Publisher Brief is an ongoing series published to The
MediaGrid website on a monthly basis which takes the
biggest topical events in programmatic and breaks them
down to the bare essentials. No fluff, guaranteed.
We’re only halfway through, but 2022 has already been
a busy year for publishers, so this collection of articles
summarizing key events in programmatic advertising is a
great way to get up-to-date.
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Google Topics

January 2022

In January 2022, Google made another change in the Privacy Sandbox solution
lineup, by giving FLoC the boot and ushering in “Topics”. But what does the latest
proposal mean for publishers? And what can they do to prepare for the change?

The Headlines
Æ

Topics is a new Privacy Sandbox proposal which replaces FLoC as an
interest-based, privacy-safe ad targeting technique. It works on the
client-side in the browser, so user data is never stored by Google –
unlike FLoC.

Æ

The proposal works by assigning users to interest groups (like Travel or
Fitness) based on their browsing activity during that week. Groups are
only stored for three weeks before being deleted.

Æ

For publishers, the key concerns are that Topics eliminates the benefit
of any granular knowledge they have about their users. In essence,
Google decides what a publisher’s audience’s interests are, not the
publisher themselves.
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Google Topics

January 2022

What is Google Topics?
Announced on January 25th, 2022, Google Topics is the latest proposal to be
added to Google’s Privacy Sandbox. The difference here is that Topics is actively
replacing a previous proposal, Federated Learning of Cohorts, or FLoC. As Google
mentioned in their announcement, FLoC was met with various concerns from both
EU privacy regulators and privacy champions across the industry.
Topics works in two ways.
First, the Topics API assigns every publisher website with an interest group from a pool
of (for now) around 350 topics. These range from Team Sports to Books & Literature
to Rock Music and beyond – though they are notably broad in scope. Topics are
curated by real people, meaning sensitive topics will be filtered out by default.
Next, Google Chrome will collect a few of these topics for each user based on the
sites they’ve visited most in the last week and make a decision on each user’s
‘top five’ topics. This all happens on the client-side, meaning none of this interestbased data is stored by Google at any point. Users are able to see the complete
list of all Topics groups, edit or delete the groups to which they’ve been assigned
in Chrome, and even disable Topics interest-based targeting altogether. The
browser will store each week’s groups locally for a rolling period of three weeks,
after which time the oldest of these will be deleted. In this way, a user’s interests
should skew towards recency and relevance.
When a user visits a publisher website which is running Topics, the technology will
pick one topic from each of the last three weeks to share with the advertiser via
the publisher’s site. From here, ad decisioning can take place in a similar way that
contextual advertising always has.
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Google Topics

When will Topics
be available in
Google Chrome?

Do publishers need
to take action to
enable Topics?

January 2022

As one of the Privacy Sandbox proposals, Topics
is still in early development and will be tested
throughout 2022. According to the Privacy
Sandbox timeline provided by Google, Topics
should be “launched in Chrome and ready for
scaled use across the web” by the beginning of Q4
2022. But, just as we’ve seen with FLoC, the future
of Topics as a solution to the crumbling cookie
remains to be seen.

Yes. Publishers will need to enable a connection
to the Topics API in their website code in order
to have interest groups assigned to them.
Google has already begun documenting the
technical requirements for Topics on the Chrome
Developer site.
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Google Topics

What does Topics
mean for publishers?
Is this a good or
a bad thing?

January 2022

The issue with Topics as we see it is that Topics
effectively eliminates the benefits of the fine-grain
interest data publishers have on their first-party
audiences.
For example, you might run a sports website and
have a section dedicated to Manchester United
F.C., so you know any users who regularly visit this
section are probably fans of the club, or at least
soccer. With Topics, your entire website would
be tagged with simply “Team Sports” and that’s
what advertisers would see, meaning they lose
the granular benefit of knowing exactly what your
audience is interested in.
There’s also a flip-side to this which favors large
publishers. That’s because big publishers which
might normally be classified with a generic topic
like ‘Entertainment’ (think video-sharing and
community-driven sites with lots of different
content) will now receive more fine-grain user
information via the Topics groups. By the same
token, those smaller, more niche publishers will be
limited from making the most of their fine-grain
user data as explained above.
Not only do publishers lose the benefit of these
granular audiences, but they also rely on the
Topics API to make the interest-based decisions
for them. What if you’re assigned into the wrong
group? What if you embed some content from
another site with an entirely different topic
assigned to them? What if an advertiser’s sales
cycle is longer than three weeks?
All of these questions will need to be answered in
time, but for now, it’s wise for publishers to at least
look into how the Topics API works and decide
whether they want it integrated into their website.
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Android Privacy
Sandbox

February 2022

Hot on the heels of the introduction of Google Topics, the tech giant is setting its
sights on the mobile ecosystem with the announcement of the Android Privacy
Sandbox. But what does this mean for mobile publishers and developers?

The Headlines
Æ

Google is expanding its suite of privacy-focused initiatives, the Privacy
Sandbox, to its mobile ecosystem via the Android operating system.

Æ

Testing for the solutions contained in the Android Privacy Sandbox will begin in
2022 as part of a multi-year rollout. Developers can review the proposals now
and sign up for developer previews as beta programs go live.

Æ

The move is another in a line of technology changes focused on consumer
privacy online, and is likely to herald Google’s eventual deprecation of the
Android Ad ID, though no changes to this ID have yet been made.
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Android Privacy Sandbox

February 2022

What is the Android Privacy Sandbox?
Announced by Google VP, Product Management, Android Security & Privacy,
Anthony Chavez, on February 16th 2022, the Android Privacy Sandbox is an
extension of the existing suite of proposals in the Google Chrome desktop space.
The goal of the new mobile-focused privacy proposals is to bring the philosophy
of user privacy, a driving force behind the deprecation of third-party cookies in
Google’s browser, to the mobile ecosystem. It follows Apple’s introduction of the
App Tracking Transparency (ATT) framework in 2021, which had an immediate,
measurable impact on advertisers by way of a pop-up allowing users to opt-out
of sharing their IDFA for tracking purposes.
Announced soon after Google’s switch from FLoC to Topics last month, the
Android Privacy Sandbox will initially include four different proposals, including
several privacy-preserving APIs which you may recognize from the desktop space:
1. SDK Runtime will be added to Android 13 and aims to adjust the way
permissions are shared within an app’s sandbox. Historically, any SDK running
within an app’s sandbox would inherit the permissions of the parent app,
opening the door to potential data collection concerns. With the SDK Runtime,
Android will allow apps to run third-party SDKs in a dedicated runtime
environment with unique permissions and controls.
2. Topics is the newest addition to the sandbox, leveraging broad contextual
targeting to assign users to interest groups on a time-limited basis.
3. FLEDGE on Android serves ads based on a developer’s chosen custom
audiences (or interest groups) and their interactions with the app. This data
is stored locally with ad serving decisions also being made using on-device
signals only. FLEDGE will enable developers to remarket to their existing
customer base.
4. Attribution Reporting enables conversion tracking, machine-learning
optimization, and invalid activity tracking without the use of cross-app
identifiers.
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Android Privacy Sandbox

Is Google making
any changes to the
Android Ad ID?

February 2022

A clear concern for anyone operating in the Android
space will be how these changes to the mobile
ecosystem will impact the existing tracking solutions,
primarily the cross-app identifier, Android Ad ID.
Google has assured mobile ad players that they
“plan to support existing ads platform features
for at least two years, and [...] intend to provide
substantial notice ahead of any future changes.”
For anyone impacted by Apple’s (effective)
overnight switch-off of IDFA tracking, this should
come as a relief.
In the meantime, players on all sides of the mobile
ad ecosystem should begin researching what the

Android Privacy Sandbox means for them and their
mobile advertising strategy.

When will the Android
Privacy Sandbox
be available to
developers?

Right now, the proposals for each element of the
Android Privacy Sandbox are available to review
on the Android Developer site.
Development on each proposal will continue
throughout 2022 along with developer previews
and closed testing phases. By the end of 2022,
Google is planning for a beta release of both the
SDK Runtime and the privacy-preserving APIs.
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Android Privacy Sandbox

What does the Android
Privacy Sandbox mean
for the mobile ad
ecosystem?

February 2022

For developers and mobile-first publishers, this
move marks the beginning of the phasing out
of cross-app identifiers in Android. It’s further
proof that the future of digital advertising will put
consumer privacy before anything else.
For commentary on what the Android Privacy
Sandbox means for the mobile ads ecosystem, we
asked Zee Ahmad, Portfolio Director at IPONWEB, to
share his thoughts.

From a measurement perspective, there are
unsurprisingly similarities to both Apple and Google’s
approach in that SkAdNetwork and the Attribution
API both move away from ID level attribution. Of interest will be if or how
Google offers greater insight into key metrics such as creative and ad
group level reporting, as well as the all-important conversion attribution
window. The initial signs are that Google’s approach will be more in step
with the needs of advertising partners.
Outside of measurement, the consideration given to targeting and
audience creation offers some insight into how the industry may continue
to provide relevant ads to new customers and remarket to existing ones.
It also potentially opens the door for new targeting opportunities for
developers outside of the in app ecosystem, given TOPICS and FLEDGE are
set up for use on web and app.
Finally, the proposed initiatives around SDK Runtime will help limit the
scope of the data exposed by third-party SDKs, which helps enhance
privacy at source but also has the potential to alter the dynamic
between app publishers and third-party SDKs. No longer will third-party
SDKs need integration with apps prior to Play Store submission. Instead,
third-party SDKs can be uploaded to the Play Store independently and
apps which use these SDKs can indicate dependencies at download.
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Seller-Defined
Audiences

March 2022

The first identity-focused solution to come out of the IAB Tech Lab’s Project Rearc,
Seller-Defined Audiences (SDA) seeks to empower publishers with more control over
their first-party data strategy to reduce reliance on third-party IDs.

The Headlines
Æ

In late February 2022, the IAB Tech Lab released a new addressability
specification known as “Seller-Defined Audiences”, or SDA.

Æ

Seller-Defined Audiences enables publishers to segment their first-party
audience data into relevant cohorts, then pass the IDs for these cohorts in
an OpenRTB bid request to DSPs for decisioning.

Æ

SDA reduces the reliance on third-party user identifiers or broad-brush
contextual solutions, instead empowering publishers to segment their own
first-party audiences into relevant cohorts based on user activity across
their multi-platform properties.
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Seller-Defined Audiences

March 2022

What is Seller-Defined Audiences?
On February 24th, 2022, the IAB Tech Lab released a new addressability
specification known as “Seller-Defined Audiences”, or SDA. This is the first
initiative to sprout from Project Rearc, the IAB’s response to Google’s upcoming
deprecation of third-party cookies, currently set for 2023.
Seller-Defined Audiences enable publishers to leverage their valuable firstparty data – and, more importantly, scale it – without the risk of data leaks or
any reliance on third-party identifiers. It also doesn’t rely on PMP or deals-based
mechanics, instead operating within the bidstream itself as OpenRTB bid request
metadata. This means that SDA can operate seamlessly across oRTB supported
browser, app, and CTV environments.
SDA requires publishers to segment their users into one or more of the IAB’s
Audience Taxonomy categories. There are currently almost 1700 available
categories based on three classifications: Purchase Intent, Interest, and
Demographic.
When broken down to its bare essentials, Seller-Defined Audiences relies on three
basic steps:
1.

The publisher assesses their first-party audiences and, alongside their DMP,
maps the users to one of the IAB’s ~1700 Audience Taxonomy categories.
They do this using a standardized transparency schema known as the Data
Transparency Standard, or DTS.

2. The publisher includes the segment ID for the relevant taxonomy in the bid
request using the ORTB 2.6 specification. The IAB currently recommends the
use of Prebid.org header bidding integrations to pass SDA values, but there are
other (and presumably less friction-free) ways to achieve this.
3. The DSP receives the bid request along with the SDA metadata (i.e. the
taxonomy’s Unique ID) and decides whether or not to bid.
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Seller-Defined Audiences

The Anatomy of
an SDA Cohort

March 2022

Audience cohorts are not a novel concept, but the
actual mechanics behind Seller-Defined Audiences
are new.
Unlike algorithmically generated solutions, like the
recently announced Google Topics, SDA doesn’t rely
on machine learning or any probabilistic logic to
make a best guess about user attributes. Instead,
SDA empowers publishers to bring to bear their trove
of first-party data and audience insights across all
of their properties. In addition, Google Topics relies
on a far broader scope of cohort groupings – just
350 at present – as opposed to the granularity
provided by the database of 1700 SDA cohorts.
This means that, rather than having an automated
platform decide that a user simply likes “Sports”,
publishers can assign a highly specific SDA cohort
such as Interest > Sports > Equine Sports > Horse
Racing and help advertisers be far more granular
in their targeting. The result is more ‘yes bids’ and
improved incremental revenue.
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Seller-Defined Audiences

What Does
Seller-Defined
Audiences Mean
for Publishers?

March 2022

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of SDA from
the perspective of a publisher is that it offers a
way to monetize granular first-party data at scale
without the need to rely on a third-party cookie, ID,
or tech partner. It can also do this outside of any
single technical environment, meaning users across
browsers, apps, and CTV can be included in SDA
cohorts. What’s more, publishers retain complete
control over their data, opting instead to assign
relevant segment IDs on their side, then passing
them via bid requests for demand-side decisioning.
Importantly, SDA utilizes multiple pre-existing
programmatic technologies – OpenRTB, Prebid,
DTS, and so on – to achieve a privacy-first cohortbased targeting solution. This mirrors a trend in
the industry right now that there’ll be no single
solution to preserve addressability in the cookieless
world, but rather a suite of solutions unique to each
programmatic player.
The IAB put it quite succinctly in their SDA
announcement: “SDA makes no claims of being
a silver-bullet for the industry, but should be a
valuable tool in our toolbox”. And so, just like the
many other cookieless solutions the industry is
currently mulling over, SDA might just be worth a look
to see if it’s a good fit for your business.
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The TCF Ruling, Appeal,
and What Comes Next

April 2022

Introduced in spring 2018, the IAB Transparency & Consent Framework, or TCF, aims
to standardize consent sharing across the digital advertising industry. But a ruling
in February 2022 has cast doubt on the future of TCF – so what does this all mean
for publishers?

The Headlines
Æ

Created as a response to Europe’s GDPR legislation in early 2018, IAB
Europe’s Transparency & Consent Framework was designed to streamline
consent management so it could be shared seamlessly from publishers to
advertisers via the programmatic supply chain.

Æ

Following two iterations of the framework, TCF v2.0 was placed under
significant scrutiny by regulatory bodies, leading to a ruling in February
2022 by Belgium’s Data Protection Authority (APD) that deemed TCF to
breach GDPR in its current form.

Æ

IAB Europe was fined €250,000 and has been given 6 months (from February
2022) to rework TCF so that it abides by GDPR requirements. In March 2022, the
IAB filed an appeal against the ruling, placing the timeline in question.
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The TCF Ruling, Appeal, and What Comes Next

April 2022

What is the IAB Transparency &
Consent Framework (TCF)?
When General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into effect across the
European Union on May 25th 2018, the browsing experience for users in the region
changed forever. Consent pop-ups gathering permission to track and/or target users
became commonplace when first loading a website, and remain so to this day.
For ad tech’s part, the challenge was finding a way to translate consent from the
individual user all the way down the programmatic supply chain.
Around the same time, in April 2018, IAB Europe launched the first version of the
Transparency & Consent Framework (TCF) – a direct response to GDPR and the
ePrivacy Directive - as a way for publishers to confirm user consent and transmit it
via the supply chain. This is achieved via the ‘TC (Transparency and Consent) string’,
which is an alphanumeric value stored within a local first-party cookie. The TC string
contains information about the user’s consent: which areas it covers, the specific
partners it extends consent coverage to, on what basis consent is processed, and
so on. It’s the content of the TC string, and its ability to be passed downstream
between vendors, which forms the crux of some complaints against TCF.
In 2020, the IAB released an updated version of TCF, aptly named TCF v2.0, which
tightened the restrictions on how consent is gathered within consent pop-ups.
TCF v2.0 was quickly adopted by leading Consent Management Platforms (CMPs),
meaning that any publisher working with a TCF-compliant CMP could essentially
automate consent collection without disrupting their existing programmatic
supply chain.
All seemed well in the world of TCF, with 80% of Europe’s digital publishers relying
on its consent management framework… until February 2022.
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The TCF Ruling, Appeal, and What Comes Next

The APD Ruling on
TCF – and what it
really means

April 2022

On February 2nd 2022, the Belgian Data Protection
Authority (APD) along with 27 EU data protection
authorities announced that they had ruled
TCF v2.0 to be in breach of GDPR in its current
form. The ruling follows a number of complaints
from independent groups dating back to 2018
which question the legality of TCF and the way it
processes “personal data” via the TC string.
If you’re looking to dive right in, you can read the
full 127-page ruling on TCF, but if you’re short on
time, here are the specific points within the GDPR
legislation which the APD believe TCF is breaching:

• Articles 5.1.a and 5.2 (principles of fairness, transparency and
accountability)
• Article 6.1 (lawfulness of processing)
• Article 9.1 and 9.2 (processing of special categories of personal data)
• Article 12.1 (transparency of information, communications and modalities
for exercising data subjects’ rights)
• Article 13 (information to be provided when personal data have been
obtained from the data subject)
• Article 14 (information to be provided when personal data have not been
obtained from the data subject)
• Article 24.1 (responsibility of the data controller)
• Articles 32.1 and 32.2 (security of processing)
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The TCF Ruling, Appeal, and What Comes Next

April 2022

To distill all of this into plain English, the crux of the
APD’s ruling is that, by collecting personal data of
individuals via the TC string and passing it to other
vendors, the IAB is acting as a “data controller”.
If the IAB were acting as a data controller, they
would need to be able to prove a legal basis for
data processing, have a data protection officer
(DPO) employed, maintain a register of data
processing activities, among other requirements.
Acting as a data controller is something the IAB
disputes, instead insisting that it is processing user
data under the auspices of “legitimate interest”
(LI): one of six conditions within GDPR which will
allow organizations to process personal data. The
APD and other detractors contend that the use of
LI is essentially a loophole to skirt GDPR rules and
that TCF doesn’t align with the true definition of LI.
The APD ruling goes on to describe the ways in
which the TCF makes it difficult for individuals
to maintain control over their personal data,
with CMP pop-ups not explaining data usage
in a “transparent, comprehensible and easily
accessible manner”.
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The TCF Ruling, Appeal, and What Comes Next

The sanctions,
the appeal, and
the (possible) future
of TCF

April 2022

At the time of the ruling in February 2022, the APD
immediately hit IAB Europe with a €250,000 fine.
In addition, it demanded that all of the personal
data collected via the TCF must be deleted by any
companies which pay IAB for use of the framework
(that’s over 1000, including The MediaGrid and other
well-known organizations).
Finally, it set a hard deadline of 6 months from the
date of the ruling – around August 2022 – for the IAB
to rework TCF in a way which meets all regulatory
requirements for GDPR. For each day beyond this
deadline that the IAB doesn’t comply, a further fine of
€5000 will be imposed.
Importantly, the APD did not demand that TCF
immediately cease operations, meaning the IAB and
any publishers using the framework can continue to
do so until at least the six month deadline.
All of that said, on March 4th 2022, IAB Europe
confirmed that it has filed an appeal against the
ADP’s decision, requesting a suspension of all
sanctions until the Market Court in Belgium has
made a final choice on whether they should be
upheld. It expects this decision in the coming weeks.
In the meantime, it makes sense for publishers to
keep a close eye on the developments in Belgium,
as well as ensuring they can adapt quickly should
big changes happen to the way consent is handled
in programmatic.
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OpenRTB 2.6 and
the Addressable Future of CTV

April 2022

In April 2022, the RTB Project announced that the latest version of the protocol
– OpenRTB 2.6 – is now ready for implementation across the programmatic
ecosystem. Here’s what publishers, especially those in the CTV space, need to know.

The Headlines
Æ

Announced in December 2021 and now available for implementation,
version 2.6 of the OpenRTB (ORTB) specification is the latest iteration of the
API protocol which forms the backbone of the programmatic industry.

Æ

ORTB 2.6 brings significant changes to the way bid requests are managed,
especially in the CTV space. Support for dynamic pod bidding solves longrunning issues faced by video buyers and sellers.

Æ

The addition of the Content Channel and Content Network fields to the
official OpenRTB specification opens the door to new contextual targeting
options, and paves the way for better CTV addressability in the future.
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OpenRTB 2.6 and the Addressable Future of CTV

April 2022

What is the OpenRTB 2.6 specification?
Since its inception in November 2010 by The Real-Time Bidding (RTB) Project
(formerly known as the OpenRTB Consortium), the OpenRTB protocol has become
the industry standard for buying and selling media programmatically.
Over the years, the specification has been updated periodically to bring new
functionality to reflect the changing programmatic landscape. In April 2022,
the first new update since December 2016 was announced as being ready for
implementation by IAB Tech Lab.
There is something of an elephant in the room, however, in the shape of OpenRTB

3.0, which has been ready to implement as part of the OpenMedia specification
since 2018. The delay in adoption of ORTB 3.0 – and the reason why ORTB 2.6
exists at all – is that the majority of the programmatic industry still relies on the
2.X spec, likely because the move to 3.0 requires significant technical work on
the implementation side. But the hope is that 2.6 is a step towards mass industry
adoption for the 3.0 standard.
So, with OpenRTB 2.6, the focus is squarely on CTV auctions, addressing certain
functionality which wasn’t previously available through either OpenRTB or its videocentric cousin, VAST (Video Ad Serving Template).
The full 91-page specification for ORTB 2.6 is available if you have some time to kill,
but if you just want the highlights, we’ve got you covered.
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OpenRTB 2.6 and the Addressable Future of CTV

April 2022

A new standard for Ad Pod bidding
The idea of Ad Pods is nothing new for CTV – we’ve all experienced a bundle of ads
served during breaks in video content.
But with ORTB 2.6, the goal is to solve long-running issues which occur due to the
nature of CTV auctions taking place via traditional programmatic mechanics. In
the past, ad slots were filled individually, even within a Structured Ad Pod, so the
demand side didn’t have visibility of the entire pod runtime. This led to issues with
ad duplication and a lack of competitive separation.

Structured Ad Pod

Ad Slot 1
30 seconds

Ad Slot 2
30 seconds

Ad Slot 3
30 seconds

90-second commercial break

With OpenRTB 2.6 and the concept of Dynamic Ad Pods, bid requests sent by the
publisher can now include the full commercial break duration, giving demand partners
the opportunity to respond with multiple ads of differing lengths which best matches
their CPM goals. They can also include a minimum and maximum length for each ad.
So, for example, a 90-second commercial break can now be filled by three 30-second
ads, six 15-second ads, or any combination of ad durations within the set limits.

Dynamic Ad Pod

Ad
Slot 1
15 sec

Ad
Slot 2
15 sec

Ad
Slot 3
30 seconds

Ad
Slot 4
10 sec

90-second commercial break
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Slot 5
10 sec

Ad
Slot 6
10 sec

OpenRTB 2.6 and the Addressable Future of CTV

CPM floors
by-the-second

April 2022

One big factor which sets CTV apart from traditional
Display advertising is the matter of time.
Video ads of different lengths naturally command
different CPMs, so ORTB 2.6 is introducing a
similar concept for bid floors. Using the new
mincpmpersec field, publishers can now set their
floor rate for each individual second of air time
within a Dynamic Ad Pod, making it easier to
accurately price and value their CTV inventory.
There is an existing bidfloor field which publishers
have been able to use, but this applies to the
entire ad slot, making monetization less precise.
With the new by-the-second approach to bid
floors in ORTB 2.6, buyers now have much more
flexibility in how they bid – and publishers can tap
into the true value of their CTV supply.
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OpenRTB 2.6 and the Addressable Future of CTV

Contextual CTV
and the future of
addressability

April 2022

Ask anyone who’s active in the CTV space and
they’ll tell you that one of the biggest challenges
with the format is addressability. While Display
advertising is facing its own problems with identity,
the CTV boom is demanding solutions of its
own – and OpenRTB 2.6 offers a step towards an
addressable future.
CTV pipes often rely on Virtual Multichannel Video
Programming Distributors (vMVPDs), meaning
that it’s very difficult for media buyers to pin
down exactly where a bid request is coming from,
because they all come from the same source. This
has led to concerns about brand safety as well as
targeting effectiveness.
OpenRTB 2.6 aims to ease these issues with the
addition of two contextual fields to the official
specification: Content Channel and Content
Network. Publishers who choose to include these
fields in their bid requests will give buyers the
chance to better understand the type of – or at
least the context of – the content their target
audience is consuming, and thus deliver better,
more relevant, ads.
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Professor Prebid

May 2022

In May 2022, Prebid.org unveiled a new header bidding tool with a unique name:
Professor Prebid. This Chrome extension aims to streamline management of the ad
stack for publishers. Here’s what you need to know.

The Headlines
Æ

On May 10th 2022, open source programmatic pioneers Prebid.org
announced the release of a new Google Chrome extension, Professor
Prebid. It’s available to install for free now via the Chrome Web Store
and Github.

Æ

The tool was built to simplify both debugging and troubleshooting
header bidding setups for publishers using the open source Prebid.js
solution as part of their bid management.

Æ

Professor Prebid’s key features include visualization of the auction
timeline, insight into crucial bid metrics (value, currency, response
time, etc.), availability of ad units, and more.
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What is Professor Prebid?
Professor Prebid is a header bidding troubleshooting and debugging Chrome
extension built by the team at Prebid.org.
Initially released on May 10th 2022, the extension’s whimsical name may distract from
the fact that it’s actually a very powerful tool. As a free Chrome extension, Professor
Prebid is accessible as a toolbar button which brings up an overlay containing a
smorgasbord of tools and readouts to satisfy the adtech nerd in all of us.
If you’re a publisher running Prebid.js to manage your header bidding, Professor
Prebid offers a suite of different features which can help you diagnose issues with

your setup, optimize page latency, visualize auctions in real-time, and even use CPM
overrides to test out potential bidding scenarios.
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With 70% of US publishers running header
bidding, it’s only natural that they are looking for
ways to maximize yields and optimize header
bidding health.
Whether you’re part of an ad ops team
troubleshooting specific issues on your site, or
you’re simply curious about how header bidding
does its thing, Professor Prebid pulls back the
curtain and gives you a number of handy tools.
Here’s how Professor Prebid helps you take
control of your header bidding:

• Display all active ad units on the page, including supported creative
dimensions and a list of all bidders taking part in the auction.
• Apply a real-time overlay to all ad units which displays the winning bidder,
winning CPM amount, and more.
• Visualize the timeline of each individual auction including response time for
each bidder and details about any timeouts.
• View any active alternative IDs on the page.
• Double-check active configurations for core Prebid modules including price
granularity, Consent Management Platform, Prebid Server, and more.
• Leverage advanced debugging tools, including the ability to override CPM
values to test out specific bidding outcomes.
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How to start using
Professor Prebid today

The easiest way to start using Professor Prebid
right now is to install the Google Chrome
extension directly from the Chrome Web Store.
Once installed, you’ll see a new button appear in
your Extensions menu (usually accessible from
your Chrome toolbar) which you can click to
open Professor Prebid on any page which runs
Prebid.js.
Or, if you’re more technically inclined, you
can also explore the full open source repo for
Professor Prebid on Github where you can also
dig into any open issues, get more detail on the
people behind the extension, and more.

Want to learn more about the topics that matter most to
publishers and unlock the true value of your content?
Connect to The MediaGrid today and discover an SSP built to
deliver maximum results with minimum fuss.
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